Fiber Presence by Census Block for Imperial County

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Service Layer Credits: Copyright(c) 2014 Esri, DigitalGlobe, Geoscience Australia, Earthstar Geographics, MapmyIndia, and the GIS User Community
Fiber Presence by Census Block for Los Angeles County

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010
Fiber Presence by Census Block for Orange County

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010
Fiber Presence by Census Block for Riverside County

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Service Layer Credits: Copyright (c) 2014 Esri, Esri, Garmin, GEBCO, NOAA NGDC, and other contributors
Fiber Presence by Census Block for San Bernardino County

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010
Fiber Presence by Census Block for Ventura County

Note: Census blocks highlighted on this map contain broadband line infrastructure within their boundaries. The data does not indicate the precise location of lines, only that fiber lines are present somewhere within the Census block area.

Source: California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), Caltrans, Census 2010